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The British Machine Vision
Conf.erence 1990

T HE BRITISH MACHINE VISION CONFERENCE

I was held at the Department of Psychology, Oxford Uni-
versity, and St Hughs College, Oxford from 24!! - 27l,Jl
September 1990. This was the first conference to be held
since the merger of the Brit ish Pattern Recognition Associa-
tion and the Alvey Vision Club at the beginning of this year
and followed on from the series of Alvey Vision Conferences.
The standard of the meeting was very high; time dictated that
only 40 of the over | 00 papers submitted could be accepted
for oral presentation, a further 30 papers being presented as
posters. In total, about 170 people registered for the confer-
ence, which ran for three days. Despite clashing with the
Robot Olympics, the conference had a high robotic vision
content as well as contributions in the areas of medical and
industrial vision.

The conference opened with an invited paper given by
Steve White from the Technical Arts Corporation. Steve de-
scribed the technological innovations involved with indus-
trial vision systems. His main example was the use of laser
scanners for the inspection of tubes for aircrati engines. The
actual algorithmic aspects of the vision system play only a
small part of the overall inspection system: planning of cam-
era movement and inspection strategy present their own chal-
lenges. His talk gave a very interesting insight into how the
company had taken their initial ideas about non-contact mea-
surement systems and worked through the problems involved
in successfully bringing them to the market place.

The remainder of the first day contained sessions on
Model-Based Vision, Stereo, Feature Extraction and Motion.
David Forsyth et al. reported some of their work on trans-
formational invariance. This is an interesting technique for
characterising curves on the surface of a plane under perspec-
tive projection. The stereo session was well supported by
both the Oxford and Sheffield groups. Reports included tech-
niques for estimating camera calibration from general scenes,
as well as active and passive trinocular systems. Hough trans-
forms held a high profile in the session on feature extraction,
with the emphasis being placed on speed and noise resistance.
Two interesting papers from the Manchester group (one pre-
sented as a poster) demonstrated the use of belief updating
on image data. The first session on motion was dominated
by the group at Roke Manor and included papers on resolu-
tion of ambiguity and real-time tracking systems.

The second day opened with an invited paper by Steven
Zucker. This talk covered the overall structure of the human
vision system and showed how the combination of computer
simulation and neurological studies could be used to unravel
some of the many processes at work. Particular emphasis was
placed on such detail as how the brain copes with noise during
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curve detection and the feedback mechanisms between the
various centres.

The remainder of the day was devoted to f'eature extrac-
tion, motion, medical image understanding and applications.
These session covered a wealth of topics and techniques rang-
ing from relaxation labeling, feature grouping and qualitative
vision. Particularly impressive were some of the medical and
industrial papers.

The third day covered Shape fiom X, Model-Based Vision
2 and Segmentation. The shape frorn X session showed sig-
nificant improvements in this area. One particularly impres-
sive paper from the Manchester group demonstrated the com-
bination of iterative surface fitt ing together with the inclusion
of stereo data on SEM images.

The conference ended with the Robotics group at Oxford
holding 'Open House' with rnany working demonstrations of
some of the projects discussed in the conf'erence. The suc-
cess of the rneeting can be judged by the fact that, despite a
very rigorous selection procedure, the duration ofthe rneeting
had to be extended by an afternoon. Even so, the programrne
was very full and many excellent papers were presented as
posters.

For those who missed the chance of attending this confer-
ence and would l ike rnore details of particular papers then
copies of the complete proceedings (including posters) can
be obtained for a nominal fee of f25 fiom: Tha Sacretary,
BMVC9), Robotit's Researc'h Group, Departntent d' Ettgi-
neering Science, Uttiversity ofOxford, Parks Roatl, O.uJord
OXI 3P.I , UK. Proceedings of previous meetings in this se-
ries are also available at the same price.

P. G. Ducksbury, R. W. Series
Royal Signal.s and Radar Establishment. UK

The First Robot Olympics

OST PEOPLE DON'T GET PASSIONATE. obses-
sive and captivated about building washin_e machines,

telephones or trouser presses. So why is it that as soon as
you start building clever robots everybody seems to be fasci-
nated? To children they are wonderful toys whilst to the non-
technical adult they are a combination of something to fear
(horror movie or lost job) or some fun gadget for the home.
To the business man they represent a technology that he can-
not afford to ignore if his industry is to have a future, whilst
to the TV cameraman they simply make good visuals. To
the politician they may one day have the vote, to the military
mind they might fight wars, whilst hopefully leaving humans
out of it. For the handicapped they represent a liberating tech-
nology which allows them scope for expression which previ-
ous generations missed. For the robot builder they are a gold
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Rit'hard I sJ, a prototype anthropomorphic' robot head being
developed at the Turing Institute, u,hic'h acted as commenta-
tor during the Robot Olympics.

mine of information showing how others have chosen to build
legs, arms, sensors and control systems, and for the academic,
something to make experiments with or write about. For the
philosopher they challenge and shift our ideas about intell i-
gence (or stupidity) and for the religiously minded, deep con-
cern about the future ofthe human race.

As was clearly apparent by the capabilities displayed at the
First Robot Olympics, all these ideas were well wide of the
mark. Over sixty robots from twelve countries gathered in
Glasgow at an event organised by the Turing Institute. As
with any new and emerging technology, the results are typ-
ically unreliable, sometimes unpredictable and fraught with
technical problems. If anything was surprising, then it was
the fact that virtually all the robots managed to work prop-
erly during 2714 and 28llr September 1990. The only serious
casualty was a Mexican robot that arrived in a box marked
"fragile" but sadly looked like it had been dropped from a
great height somewhere between South America and Europe.

Unlike a normal Olympics, where there are a number of
preset competitions with preset rules, the route taken by the
organisers was a little different. Instead, anyone with an
interesting robot with an interesting set of behaviours was
invited to attend and, upon registration, to indicate all the
claimed capabilities of the robot. The organisers then sim-
ply looked through the list and, whenever any common capa-
bilities were shown, a competition was devised. In this way
eleven Olympic events were selected, namely wall-climbing,
two legged races, more than two legged races, javelin, talk-
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ing, obstacle avoidance, phototrophic, pole-balancing, ma-
nipulation, behaviours and wall-following.

The reason for this apparent back-to-front way of organ-
ising the events was in response to some of the problems
with existing international robot competitions. Two of the
best known are the micro-mouse competition and the world
robot table-tennis championships. In both of these competi-
tions the rules are such that they focus the robot-builder into
a very narrow niche which does nothing more than produce
better maze-searching robot mice and better ping-pong play-
ing robot onnS: Ir short, they do little for advancing our un-
derstanding of general robot problems such as perception or
learning. The purpose of the Olympics was more to show
what is possible, what the state-of-the-art is, and to bring this
new and fascinating technology to a broader audience. It also
brought the whole event closer to the Olympic ideal of par-
tit'ipation being more important than winning.

Whilst some of the robots were put together by amateurs,
many were developed with serious applications in mind.
This was particularly true for the wall-climbing competition,
where the British and Soviet entries were already prototypes
for application work in the nuclear industry. Furthermore,
this event clearly showed how some novel idea could eas-
ily lead to a quantum leap in this technology. All the wall
climbers used feet with suction pads and all used the idea of
some feet holding on whilst others slid forward on legs or
rails. The winner, however, was an order of magnitude faster
than the rest and used a quite different approach. The robot,
calledZlG-ZAG, was formed like a parallelogram with a suc-
tion cup on each corner. By extending and contracting the
parallelogram with the appropriate application and release of
the suction cups, the small machine shot up the wall in record
time.

The pole-balancing event was also keenly fought with
technologies close to industrial applications. Many con-
trol problems such as those associated with rocketry, satel-
lite dynamics or the process industries can easily be decom-
posed into problems similar to those associated with pole-
balancing. With entries from Hewlett Packard, Salford Uni-
versity, Turing, Lancaster University and the UK National
Engineering Laboratory, the competition r{as underway. The
entry from Turing was especially interesting'in that it made
use of a machine learning algorithm which learned for itself
how to balance a pole. However, the eventual winner was the
Salford device which put the others to shame by being able
to balance one pole on top of another pole-impressive stuff.

The biped event proceeded at a leisurely pace with the
eventual winner from Cardiff in Wales completing the l0-
metre race track in around 8 minutes. Things were a good
deal faster in the multi-legged race when Penelope from Ed-
inburgh University came thundering home well ahead of the
American entry, Ghengis from MIT. It all went to show that



Live Action from the Robot Olympics involving, two wall-
climbing rohots. The nearer of the two is Robug from
Portsmouth Poly which is slightly in front of RVP2 from the
Institute of Mechanic:al Problem Solving in Moscow. Robug
later moied out of its lane, tried to clamber on top of the Rus-
sian robot and was disqualified!

when it comes to mechanical spider racing, eight legs are
faster than six,

In the Javelin, Gold went to a l4O-year-old Victorian me-
chanical archer from the Museum of Automata in York,
which soundly put to shame many of the high-tech entries
from Europe, whilst Richard the robot head won the speak-
ing competition. Sadly, one Japanese talker had problems
with pronounciation but made up for things by winning the
wall-following. The most hotly-contested competition was
the obstacle avoidance with twelve entries trying hard not to
bump into a whole variety of objects designed to catch the un-
wary ultrasonic sensor or laser range finder. The gold medal
went to Asterix from the University of Toronto, Canada (the
only robot not to hit something) with Oscar from Edinburgh
University taking the silver and Yamabico from Tsukuba Uni-
versity in Japan taking the bronze. Gold in the manipula-
tion event went to the Belgrade/uSC hand from Yugoslavia,
whitst Alpha Photon from Kent University showed great
prowess in following lights in the phototrophic competition.
Other robots deserving special mention were a robot vacuum
cleaner built by the local Inverkeithing primary school and a
large anthropomorphic robot from India which checked the
weather (important in Scotland) and counted the people it
met.

In addition to robot winners, each of which received their
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medals on the winners' podium to the accompaniment of a
national anthem, a single overall champion was selected by
the team of judges. The champion was chosen on the ba-
sis of three things. First, the quality of the mechanical and
electrical hardware build. Second, the sophistication of the
resulting behaviour and third, for novelty. On these criteria,
the Olympic champion wasYamabico from the University of
Tsukuba which made a small speech in Japanese to thank the
humans for inviting him to Scotland.

The event was sponsored by the National Westminster
Bank, the Scottish Development Agency and the American
IEEE. The event is to be held every two years, returning
to Glasgow every fourth year. No decision has yet been
made concerning the venue for the 24 International Robot
Olympics.

Peter Mowforth
The Turing Institute
Glasgow, UK

The IAPR MVA'90 Workshop

TZ EEPING UP THE TRADITION of the previous IAPR

N Wort<strop on Computer Vision (IAPR CV'88) held in
Tokyo two years ago, a renamed workshop, the IAPR Work-
shop on Machine Vision Applications (IAPR MVA'90), was
held with great success during 28 !! - 30!! November l990 at
the Central Research Laboratory of Hitachi, Ltd., Kokubunji,
Tokyo under the co-sponsorship of three IAPR Technical
Committees: TC-6 (Special Architectures), TC-8 (lndustrial
Applications), and TC-10 (Graphic Recognition). The chair-
men of these TCs also served as the seneral co-chairmen of
this workshop.

Papers were solicited from the areas that the above three
TCs cover. To build up interest among industrial people-
one of the major concerns of the IAPR in recent years-a
special emphasis was placed this time on application-oriented
aspects of machine vision technology.

Over 200 people submitted papers, of which 1 I I were pre-
sented, 40 orally and 7l as posters. The authors of these
papers represented l6 countries, and the workshop received
more than 230 participants from all over the world. Statistics
indicate that 30Vo of the papers and 60Vo of the participants
came from industry; both these figures are higher than those
for the former workshop and other similar meetings held in
the past.

Each day of this three-day workshop began with an invited
talk. Speakers were selected from the chairmen and the mem-
bers of the TCs to represent each of the TCs and their inter-
ests. The speakers were as follows:
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Professor Pieter Jonker of Delft University of Technol-
ogV (Chairman of TC-6): Architectures for multi-
dimensional low- and intermediate-level image pro-
cessing

Dr. Jorge Sanz of IBM Almaden Research Center (Com-

mittee member of TC-S): Recent progress in indusfrial
machine vision

Prof. Rangachar Kasturi of Pennsylvania State University
(Chairman of TC-10): Techniques for line drawing in-
terpretation: An overview

Contributed papers were classified into three poster ses-
sions and the following nine oral sessions: machine vision,
industrial applications, 3-D shapes, map and line drawings,
image sequences, new frontier architectures, navigation and
robot vision, and document images. All these technical ses-
sions were held in a single, serial mode that made it possible
for the participants to listen to all the presentations throughout
the workshop. One feature of the workshop was the broad-
cast of all presentations on a closed-line TV system, which
gave an opportunity for the participants to listen to the pre-
sentation while relaxing on a sofa and/or having a cup of cof-
fee, through large monitors arranged throughout the work-
shop site.

Prof. Mikio Takagi of the University of Tokyo again served
as Chairman of the organizing committee for this workshop,
and Dr. Katsuhiko Sakaue of the Electrotechnical Laboratory
served as the program committee chairman. Copies of the
proceedings of both this workshop and the previous work-
shop are available at the prices of:

15,000 yen for IAPR MVA'90
10,000 yen for IAPR CV'88

by writing to Prof. Takagi at the following address:

Prof. Mikio Takagi
Institute of Industrial Science
University of Tokyo
7-22-l Roppongi
Minato-ku
Tokyo 106
Japan

Emai l :  takagiGtkl .  i is .  u- tokyo.ac.  jp
Fax: ,+8l\ 3-3402-6226

Masakazu Ejiri
Co-chairman of IAPR MUA' 90
Hit achi Central Research Laboratorv
Japan
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Reduced Subscriptions to Pattem
Recognition Letterc for IAPR Members

Volume 12 of Pattem Recognition Letters (1991) is being of-
fered at a reduced subscription rate to the individual members
of both IAPR and the societies within the IAPR. Please note
that member subscriptions at the reduced rate

o are exclusively for personal use by individual members
of the Society and should not be passed to any library;

. are accepted only on a calendar year basis (January-
December);

o only apply to the Volume published in the current sub-
scription period and do not apply to back-Volumes.

The following options are available:

direct mailing Personal subscriptions to PRL of individ-
nal members of the society are fulfilled at 45Vo of
the yearly institutional subscription price (inclusive of
postage and handling costs). Such personal member
subscriptions should be ordered from North-Holland
and pre-paymentby personal cheque or credit card is
required. Issues are mailed immediately upon publi-
cation, by the publisher directly to individual mem-
ber subscribers (surface air lifted to those countries for
which this mail ing method is available).

bulk mailing Any IAPR member society may order for its
personal members a bulk subscription to PRL at 25Vo
of the yearly institutional subscription (inclusive of
postage and handling costs). The Society collects all
orders and sends the publisher a list of names and ad-
dresses of individual members who subscribe, together
with payment for the total number of subscriptions.
The ultimate deadline for receipt of a society's 1991
bulk order is lS!! January 1991. The issues will be
mailed in bulk to the Society's secretariat, who will for-
ward them to their subscribers.

All orders and payments should be sent to:

Elsevier Science Publishers BV
Imprint: North-Holland
Attn; Ursula van Dijk
P O Box 103
1000 AC Amsterdam
The Netherlands
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TCs Acfivities in 1989-1990

A FTER A LONG REST, the Technical Committee TC5
la (Benchmarking and Software) is restarting its activi-
ties. Since I was only asked to serve as the Chairman of TC5
in the fall of 1989, I have to date been recruiting commit-
tee members. So far. Dr. H. Tamura of Canon Inc. Japan
agreed to serve as the Vice Chairman, and Dr. D. Heeger of
the MIT media lab., a member of Dr. D. Rutovitz's group at
the MRC Scotland, and Prof. K. Abe of Shizuoka University
have joined the committee. We want to have more members
from Europe and the U.S.A. So anyone interested in the in-
terests of this group are kindly requested to contact me by
e-mail or fax. The major topics of interest are:

o Image Processing and Computer Vision Software on
Workstations

o Software Models (Data Structures) for Spatial Data

In the 1980s, advances of computer hardware and software
technologies produced so-called engineering workstations to
realize new, ffexible programming environments. These fea-
ture high-resolution (colour) bitmap displays with so-called
multi-window systems, high-speed network interfaces with
standardized protocols; and fast CPUs and large memories
with many powerful programming tools. On the other hand,
several new programming paradigms have been proven to
be very useful in many application areas: functional lan-
guages like Lisp, logic programming languages like Prolog,
and object-priented languages like Smalltalk.

These new hardware and software developments enable us
to develop a new generation of image processing and com-
puter vision software systems. In fact, many research groups
and some private companies are developing new image pro-
cessing and computer vision software which make full use of
such new programming environments.

Survey of Image Processing Software Systems on Work-
stations Considering the current situations mentioned
above, we believe that it is very useful for all members of
IAPR to be involved in a survey of newly developed image
processing and computer vision software on workstations.

In Japan, we, a special interest group on "Expert Vision" of
the Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication
Engineering, have already surveyed several public domain
and commercial image processing packages on workstations,
and published a report on their characteristics in 1989. (Al-
though the report is written in Japanese, it is free and will be
sent on request. The request should be made to me.)

However, its scope was limited; we surveyed only those
software systems which were easily accessible to us at that
time. So, as a major activity of TC5, we plan to conduct
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a world-wide survey and inform the result to all members of
IAPR. Currently, we are listing items on which characteristics
of various software systems are to be compared. Any infor-
mation about image processing and computer vision software
on workstations are welcome.

Discussion on Software Models for Spatial Data In im-
age processing, the modelling of spatial data has been stud-
ied for a long period, and a variety of spatial data structures,
like quad-tree, oct-tree, chain code, run length coding erc.,
were proposed. A recent new trend is that the problem of
modelling spatial and geometric data is attracting the inter-
est of many researchers in various other application fields:
computer-aided design, multi-media databases, visual pro-
gramming and visualization software, human interface and
communication, and so on.

Considering such recent developments, we plan to have in-
tensive discussions on how to design an integrated software
model for spatial data, with which programmers in a wide
area of applications can write software for processing, ma-
nipulating, retrieving, and displaying various types ofspatial
data. Major points for the discussions wil l be:

o Utilisation of object-oriented programming paradigms
for spatial data structures;

o Software models for multi-media information process-
ing;

o Investigation of algebraic models for spatial data,

Standardization of Image Processing Software Recently,
two proposals from the USA and West Germany concerning
the standardization of image processing softwares were sub-
mitted to ISO SC24 (Computer Graphics). Although our cur-
rent activities have nothing to do with this standardization ef-
fort, we will watch such other activities on image processing
software and inform the IAPR membershio.

Takashi Matsuyama
Okayama University
Okayama 700, lapan
tm@ ch i no. it.ok ay am a- u. ac.jp

Stop Press: New Meetings Chairman
The Chairmanship of the Conferences and Meetings Com-
mittee has been accepted by Professor Stefano Levialdi.
Amongst other things, he and his Committee will be respon-
sible for considering requests for sponsorship of conferences
and workshops; such requests should therefore be sent to him
in the first instance.
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N AGREEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC CO-OPERATION
has been signed by Luigia Carlucci Aiello, President

of the AI*IA (Associazione Italiana per I'Intelligenza Artifi-
ciale), which belongs to the European Committee on Artifi-
cial Intelligence, and Vito Di Gesd, President of the GIRPR
(the Italian Chapter of the IAPR). The agreement will encour-
age a better exchange of information between the two Asso-
ciations, the activation of mixed working groups and the or-
ganization of joint workshops on common fields of interests. 2.

Yito Di Gesrt
Dipartimento di Matematica ed Applicazioni
University of Palermo
ITALY

Some Preliminary Considerations for
Improving the Interface Between IAPR
and Related Industries

/'-\ UR PRESIDENT, PROFESSOR M. DUFR has asked
\-/ .. to take an initiative concerning the possible im-
provement to the IAPR regarding its interface with industry,
There is an impression among IAPR members that the Inter-
national Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR), and thus
the IAPR itself, may not be receiving as much attention as it
could, especially from industry. Rough statistics from the fi-
nal program of the 1990 ICPR in Atlantic City are shown in
Table l.

From these statistics, we can observe that;

o only one-sixth of total presentations come from indus-
try;

o for European countries, there are very few presenta-
tions from industry.

If you look at more detailed statistics, you will observe that
there are also some exceptions; these include Japan, where
presentations from industry exceed those from universities,
and France, where presentations from research organisations
are dominant.

To improve the IAPR-industry interface, it may be nec-
essary to increase the number of industrial people who are
interested in IAPR-related fields. To this end, presentations
from industries, especially those in European countries, must
be strongly encouraged. A proper proportion of presentations
from industries should at least one-fourth ofthe total.

To increase the proportion of presentations from industry,
and thus improve the interface between academia and indus-
try, the following actions are worthy of consideration:

7

Every industrial society, in addition to academic soci-
eties, in each country must be well informed about the
IAPR and ICPRs. Posting information on up-coming
IAPR activities and reporting a summary of topics in
past IAPR activities in major magazines and society
publications in each country will greatly help the peo-
ple understand and be encouraged. This may depend
fully on the effort of members of the governing board
representing each country.

The ICPR call for papers must include the announce-
ment that participation from industry is strongly en-
couraged. This would help increase such industrial
participation considerably, provided that the present
problem stems from the misunderstanding that the
IAPR is only for academics.

Special sessions should be organized at the ICPR
which stress the importance of applications. Topic ar-
eas posted in the call for papers must be carefully cho-
sen so that industry people feel that the conference is
also their own.

4, Overviews on present technology and future trends,
on subjects which are of common interest in both
academia and industry, should be planned for presen-
tation in each ICPR at the plenary session. Both aca-
demic and industrial speakers should be invited.

5. Special recognition must be made, by giving an IAPR
award, to those who have presented papers that indicate
a significant contribution to industrial progress.

6. A special membership award, such as IAPR Fellow,
must be considered in the future to recognize industrial
people as important persons, on a par with academics.

7. The staging of industrial exhibitions in conjunction
with the ICPR may be worth keeping in mind for the
future ICPRs, though there are many difficulties in re-
alizing this. We may at least be able to ask a national
industrial body in the hosting country of the ICPR to
have a show concurrently with us.

8. All TC chairmen must be informed rhat the IAPR is
willing to foster a close connection with industries so
that they can plan sessions, seminars, or workshops
with increased industrial participation. The planning
of seminars for industry by TCs would also contribute
to mutual understandins between academia and indus-
try.

Although the above eight points are preliminary, I hope
they include some irnportant items to be considered further.
So far, I have distributed these ideas to a limited audience, and
have obtained some support. However, I have also found that

The AI*IA-GIRPR Agreement

J.
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Table l: Rough Statistics for ICPR9O

situations differ from country to country. In some countries,
an annual workshop is held, where all local IAPR members
are expected to attend. As there is no review process in the
workshop, everybody has a chance to present their results.
Nevertheless, they say there are very few presentations from
industry. I was told that there may be three reasons for this,
namely:

o Actually, very little research is done in industry.

o What is done is so secret that it cannot be presented.

o People working in industry do not think it worthwhile
to devote their time and effort in presenting their work
to people in academia.

These may be true for a fairly large number of countries but
may not be valid for some other countries. However, industri-
alists are all concerned about new developments in the field.
Therefbre, the first step may well be to get industry interested
enough to come and have a look at the IAPR conferences and
workshops. This may imply that every committee member,
regardless of whether he or she is on the executive commit-
tee, governing board, or TCs, wil l have a large responsibil i ty
for encouraging industrial involvement.

To avoid reaching careless and trivial conclusions and to
find a better direction, I would like to invite comments and
suggestions from the readers of this article. My e-mail ad-
dress is e j i r iGcr l .  h i tachi .co.  lp.

Masakazu Ejiri
2'! Yice President, IAPR
H itachi Centr al Re se arc h Lab or atory
lapan

Finland, France, Hungary, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kindom and USSR). In my
opinion, two relevant remarks can be made:

o several European countries working in the pattem
recognition field are not represented in the IAPR
community (e.,q., Czechoslovakia, Greece, Holland,
Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia);

o there exists a need fbr more co-ordination in the activi-
t ies carried out by the chapters; for example we should
try to improve the scheduling of the IAPR's national
cont'erences and workshoo"^ in order to reduce conflicts
and overlaps.

The arctivation of an IAPR-European Co-ordinating Com-
mittee (IAPR-ECC) could address local init iatives in or-
der to avoid dissipation, to encourage co-operation between
IAPR-local chapters (fbr example the organization of Euro-
pean working groups, the organization of a European Confer-
ence). Moreover, the IAPR-ECC could promote better con-
tacts with other European organisations (c.,q., the European
Co-ordinating Committee on Artif icial Intell igence). The
IAPR-ECC could include all those European Countries that at
the present time are not well represented in the IAPR. Other
benefits should, perhaps, derive from the IAPR-ECC (for ex-
ample Esprit-projects on image analysis and cornputer vision
could be encouraged and recommended by the IAPR-ECC).

I strongly invite all the members of the European chapters
of the IAPR to express opinions about this proposal and to
formulate suggestions and remarks to Michael Duff and me.
An open meeting could be organized during the 6!! ICIAP
(4lI- 6!! September 1991 atVil la Olmo, Como, Italy), to dis-
cuss both the reasonableness of this proposal and the modality
for carrying out it.

Vito Di Gesi
Dipartimento di Mtrtematica ed Applicazioni
University of Palermo
Italy

A Proposal for the Activation of an
European Co-ordinating Committee of
the IAPR

A T THE PRESENT TIME in Europe there are seventeen

fi\ local IAPR chapters (Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Den-
mark, Germany (formerly DDR), Germany (formerly FRG),
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The Fourth International Workshop on
Data Analvsis in Astronomy

Ettore Majorana Center for Scientific Culture, Erice, ltaly

12 - 19 April, 1991

Main Topics Image analysis in astronomy,
pictorial databases, systems for data analysis.

Contact

Vito Di Gesf or Livio Scarsi
IFCAI/CNR,
Ma Mariano Stabile 172.
90123 Palermo,
ITALY

Fax: (+39) 91 332889
Emai l :  d i -gesuGipamat.  cres.  i t

International Workshop on Visual
Form

Capri,Italy

27 - 30 May 1991

Main Topics shape perception, shape representation, shape
decomposition, shape description, shape recognition, shape
from shading, texture, stereo and motion.

Luigi Cordella (General Chairman)
Carlo Arcelli (Vice Chairman)

DlS-Universit6 di Napoli,
Via Claudio 21,
80125, Napoli,
ITALY

Fax: (+39) 8l 7683186
Emai l :  unidiG inacrrar .  earn

The Third Conference of the
International Federation of
Classification Societies

Edinburgh, Scotland

6-9August199I

Classification is interpreted very broadly and includes re-
lated methods of data analysis, image processing, knowledge
acquisition, and pattern classification. The conference will
be preceded by a short course on classification, to take place
on 5D August.

Deadlines
l5!!January abstracts (l side,3 copies)
l5 !! March authors notified

Submission

Prof. David J. Hand
Faculty of Mathematics
The Open University
Walton Hall
Milton Keynes
MK7 6AA
UNITED KINGDOM

Other Communications and Enquiries

Dr. David Wishart
IFCS-91 Conference
Heriot-Watt University
Edinburgh
EHl4AS
UNITED KINGDOM

The Sixth International Conference on
Image Analysis and Processing

VillaOImo,Italy

4-6September 1991

The 6!! International Conference on Image Analysis and
Processing is organized by the Italian Chapter of the IAPR.
The Conference will be held at Villa Olmo on the Como lake,
hosted by the Alessandro Volta Scientific Centre.
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Scientific Programme The program consists of invited lec-
tures as well as of contributed papers. Contributions are ex-
pected on the following topics:

o Parallel Computer Architectures for Image Processing
and Pattern Recognition

o Human Perception and Computer Vision

o Shape Analysis and Object Recognition

o Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Image Processing
and Pattern Recognition

o Computer Vision Systems

o Image Processing Algorithms, Data Structures and
Representations

o Motion Analysis and Time Varying Images

o Neural Networks fbr Lnage Analysis

o Languages for Image Abstraction, Processing and Re-
trieval

o ASIC in Vision Modules.

The following invited lectures wil l be delivered:

Per-Erik Danielsson of Linkoping University, Sweden:
Smart algorithms tbr bit-serial processor arrays

Herbert Freeman of CAIP, Rutgers University, NJ, USA:
Machine vision approaches to automatic inspection

Josef Kitt ler of the University of Suney, United Kingdom:
Robusf methods of 2D-3D image desuiption

Earl E. Swartzlander of TWR Defence Systems Group,
USA: Wafer-scale approaches to image processing

Bertrand Zavidovique of Paris XI University, France:
Software supporfs for computer vision

Submission Researchers involved in the aforementioned or
closely related fields are solicited to submit an extended ab-
stract (4 pages in A.4 format) of their work, in which the orig-
inal contributions are highlighted.

Four copies of the abstract, which may include figures,
should be mailed before March l, l99l to:
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Marco Ferretti
Dipartimento di Informatica e Sistemistica
Universit. degli Studi di Pavia
Via Abbiategrasso 209
I.27IOO PAVIA
ITALY

Tel:  (+39) 382 391350
Fax: (+39) 382 422881
Telex: 312841UNIPAV I
Emai l :  f  erret t iGipvmvl .  unipv.  i t

Please, note that submission of a paper implies a commitment
to present the paper, ifaccepted.

Important Dates

I l! March l99l Extended Abstract
l5tlt May 1991 Acceptance Notif ication
l-5 ur July 199 I Early Fee Payment
I r July 199 I Hotel Reservation
at the Conf'erence Camera-ready Paper

Conference Chairmen

VirginioCantoni General Chairrnan
Marco Ferretti Vice Chairman
RenatoStefanell i Program Chairman
StefanoLevialdi Scientif icChairman
Roberto Negrini Local Chairman

Social Events The social program includes a Welcome
Cocktail on Wednesday 4 September and a Gala Dinner on
Thursday 5!\ September. A half-day excursion on the lake
and to the surrounding area, rich in history and art, will also
be oft'ered on Thursday 5 t September.

Registration The registration fee is 400.000 Italian Lire
(nearly 320 US dollars) before July 15, 450.000 Italian Lire
(nearly 360 US dollars) afterwards. The fee includes admis-
sion to the conference sessions, the proceedings book, the
particepant's wallet, coffee breaks, three lunches and the full
social program. A reduced registration fee (250.000 Italian
Lire, nearly 200 US dollars) is provided for accompanying
persons. All payments must be made in Italian Lire. The fee
is payable by:

. International Postal Money Order or Eurocheque ad-
dressed to Centro di Cultura Scientifica A. Volta.

r Banker's Draft drawn on Banco Lariano - Piazza
Cavour 15, 22100 COMO, Italy- CIC 479619.3
(please, consider high bank charges). Please, specify
your name and the name of the Conference, when pay-
ing in any of the above quoted ways.
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Accommodation Hotel rooms will be booked by the Con-
ference Secretariat. Prices range from 40.000 (65.000) to
100.0001150.000) Italian Lire per night and person for b/b
accommodation in double room (single room). An early ho-
tel reservation is required to guarantee the desired accommo-
dation. Hotel reservation forms and practical travel informa-
tions will be forwarded together with the registration form to
any interested people.

Secretariat
6!! Int. Conf. on Image Analysis and Processing

c/o Centro di Cultura Scientifica Alessandro Volta
Vil la Olmo
t-22too coMo
ITALY

Tel:  (+39) 31 572213
Fax: (+39) 31 573395
Telex: 380547 CAM-CO-l

The Second International Workshop on
Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition
Bonas, France

23 -27 September I99l

Programme The second IWFHR follows an earlier work-
shop, arranged by Prof. Y. C. Suen at Montr6al in April 1990,
and precedes the First International Conference on Docu-
ment Analysis and Understanding, which wil l be held at Saint
Malo, France, during 30U Sept - 2tt4 Oct l99ls. Topics in-
c lude:

on-line and off-l ine handwriting recognition methods

o lower levels: acquisit ion, pre-processing, seg-
mentation, features, regular versus singular fea-
tures, symbolic descriptions, neural methods

o higher levels: decision techniques, automatic
learning, self-correction

applications case studies and innovative applications, hard-
ware, databases

Deadlines

ls[Feb proposed text of 5-10 A4 pages is
received

l5aMay acceptance and instructions for a final
version are sent to the authors

301! Jun camera-ready manuscripts are received

Submission

Prof. Sebastiano Impedovo
2-IWFHR Chairman
I.S.I. University of Bari
Via Amendola 173
70126 BARI
ITALY

Tel: (+39) 80 243296
Fax: (+39) 80 243142

The First International Conference on
Document Analysis and Recognition

Saint-Malo, France

30 September - 2 October 1991

The domain of automatic analysis, recognition, modelling,
and understanding of documents has gained considerably in
the last few years. Automatic intelligent processing of docu-
ments is at the intersection of many fields of research, espe-
cially of computer science, image analysis, pattern recogni-
tion, artif icial intell igence, studies on language, reading, and
handwriting. This first Intemational Conference intends to
provide an international forum for the development and the
dissemination of new ideas, basic research, and issues con-
cerning practical applications ofboth off-line and on-line pro-
cessing in the domains of automatic analysis and recognition
of documents.

The conference will include prominent guest speakers, pre-
sentations of refereed papers, and poster presentations, as
well as exhibits of experimental systems and commercial
products. It is the first of a series which will be held every
two years in conjunction with the Intemational Workshop on
Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition.

Timetable

1 5 !! February 199 I full paper submittal
l5tl May l99l notification of acceptance
30!! June 1991 full paper camera ready

Contact

Prof. Guy Lorette (Conference Chairman)
Universite de Rennes
Rennes
FRANCE

l t
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The Eleventh International,Conf,erence
on P4ttern Recognition
The Hague, The Netherlands

30 August - 4 September 1992

The lle Intemational Conference on Pattern Recogni-
tion of the International Association for Pattem Recognition
(IAPR) will be organised as a set of four speciality confer-
ences:

: ,. computer and machiqe vision r;

o rp&ttern recognition methodology afid systems

o image, speech, and signal anilysis

o architectures for vision and pattern reeognition

Eachlconference wlll consist of both oral and poster presen-
tations covering theory, methodology, algorithms, hardware
and software implementations, speoial architectures, empir-
ical studles, and applications. Coirtributions in the fields of
e.9.,'abtrondrny, remote'sensing, medicine, biology, robcitics,
and industrial applications are especially welcome. Proposed
contiibutions will be reviewed on the basis of full papers
only. The proceedings containing full papers of all contri-
butions rVill be distributed world-wide by one of the major
scientific publishers. The conference venue at the Dutch cap-
ital ofiThe Hagueris conveniently lochted with respect to the
international airports of Rotterdam and Amsterdam, and has
excellent rail connections,with all ma.jor cities.

Timetable ;1

i 'i March 1991 ' call for papers
October 1991 full papet submittal
March 1992 notification of acceptance
April 1992 . full paper camera ready

Contact

'11t! ICPR Secretariat
Delft Univeisity of Technology
Department of.Electrical Engineering
P O Box 5031
NL-2600'GA DELFT
THE NETHERLANDS

Tel: (+31) 15 786052
Fax: (+31) 15 622000
Emai l :  icprGet .  Ludel f t  .  n l


